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Coming Soon
• Mother’s Day Ceremony
August 8th
• Mother’s Day Holiday
August 12th

• Science Day - Y.7 - Y.9
August 22nd
• Science Day - Y.10 - Y.12
August 30th

Science Projects


Eye catching displays
will get the interest of
others. Make sure titles
and headings are clear.

Not only, but also...
Credit where credit is due...not only do our GAC students work
hard to complete all their GAC assignments and assessments,
but they also must complete the Thai national curriculum...and
many of them are also very active in other activities at school.
From school bands, to chorus, to drama, to debate, to language
competitions, to sports competitions, to sports carnivals - and
the list goes on. The most recent activity was the National Thai
Language Day, celebrated here on Friday 2nd August this year.
Students from all three levels of the GAC program were actively
involved, along with many others from both Extra and Bilingual
classes.

Keep to one or two

font sizes and colors one for headings the
other for the rest of
the text.

Type and print details
so they are easy to read
and follow.

Reap the benefits of

all your hard work by
being able to explain
your topic very clearly .

Attention to detail will

Above are Thanunyapa (12A) drama, Minna (11C) & Ornpailin
(11A) MCs, Punat (11B) drama and Jiramate (11C ) drama. All
assure your success, so
fully involved in the activity of the day, and showing the other
be sure to check all text
side of themselves - out of the classroom. We are lucky in that
and graphics before
we have some amazingly talented students, who find the time to
printing.
complete all their studies and participate, at such a high level,
in so many other areas of interest to them. Long may they all
continue to show their talents and entertain the audiences.
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